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VGENIUST RESEARCH 
 
The results reveal a variety of improvements beyond the initial training 
goals. 
 
PRE-INTERVENTION GOALS POST-INTERVENTION IMPROVEMENTS 
 
Memory 
 

▷  Increased memory for daily 
tasks  

▷  Remembers appointments 
without reminders  

▷  Remembers conversations 
Concentration, focus, and 
attention 

▷  Increased attention span  
▷  Increased time on task  
▷  Organized and focused  
▷  Focused longer 

Processing speed ▷  Finds information more quickly 
Reading, writing, and 
communication 

▷  Improved language skills 
▷  Can complete job applications 

Math skills ▷  Increased confidence for math  
▷  Can manage bills 

Learn and retain information ▷  Can return to school  
▷  Interested in learning 

Multitask and work under 
pressure 

▷  Works harder at challenging 
tasks  

▷  Makes and sticks to plans  
▷  Higher tolerance for frustration 
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SOCIAL & RECREATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS 

 

DESCRIPTION BEFORE AFTER 

More positive relationships with family 45% 85% 

More positive relationships with teachers 40% 80% 

More positive relationships with friends 50% 90% 

Increased confidence in extracurricular 

activities 

35% 65% 

Increased participation in 

extracurricular activities 

30% 55% 

Increased confidence about playing 

sports 

25% 60% 

Increased participation in sports 20% 45% 

Better performance in extracurricular 

activities 

45% 75% 

Better performance in sports 50% 95% 
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SCHOOL/ACADEMIC RELATED IMPROVEMENTS 

 

DESCRIPTION INCREASE TO 

Reads faster 85% 

Completes homework more 

independently 

65% 

Is more confident about school 80% 

Remembers details from reading 75% 

Understands what is read 85% 

Achieves better grades 95% 

Completes homework faster 80% 

Has a better memory 90% 

Solves math problems more quickly 76% 

Pays attention longer 86% 

Is more organized 67% 

Is eager to read 73% 

Is more focused 95% 

Achieves higher standardized test scores 91% 

Finishes classwork on time 87% 
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Agenda 

2 DAYS VGENIUST 

Time : Both day student attend 7:30 am to 6.30 pm 

Day 1: 7:30am-9:30am (Assessment of Children with Parents) 

Day 2: 2:30pm-6:30pm (Checklist with Parents) 

Day 2: 2:30pm-4:00pm (Parents Psychology Session) 

 

VGENIUST WORKSHOP 

● NON-THEORETICAL 

● NON MOTIVATIONAL 

● NON DIGITAL 

● NO DRUGS  

● 100% PRACTICAL 

● FASTEST WAY TO DEVELOP COGNITIVE SKILLS 

 

INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS & TESTIMONY 

DR. MAZLAN ZAINUDDIN, MALAYSIA 

The training was very inspirational, an energizing, bringing lots of ideas, with both substantial and in-

depth knowledge together with the case study. 

PROFESSOR DR. PETER SHEPHARD, PhD, ENGLAND 

ELAN one of the most knowledgeable facilitators of the practical brain and it's related techniques I 

have ever met. 

GINA VAN LUVEN, USA 

Elan has natural charisma and is a pleasure to work with.  He is engaging and genuinely interested in 

others cognitive development which will impact the overall high quality performance. 

MR. SK (SUKA KAWAN) TAN, MALAYSIA 

Elan’s thought and vision is very much aligned PERFECTLY. 

Dr. ZAHRA MOHARRER, IRAN 

Elan is the incredible inventor of VEGNIUST master of transforming the IMPOSSIBLE achievement into 

POSSIBLE accomplishment through his Expertise, Experience, and Energetic presentation integrated 

with specialist knowledge.  
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PARENTS & TEACHER MODULE SUMMARY 

 

       

 


